TRADE MARKETING AND EDUCATION MANAGER
SUMMARY: Reporting to the Director Trade Marketing & Education, this position is responsible for the
development, management, execution, and tracking of all agent education, marketing, and loyalty programs.
Supports National Account Managers and Business Development Managers by providing collateral as
necessary. Responsible for the execution of national account marketing plans. Responsible for the planning and
execution of all Tauck hosted industry events in support of the sales organization. A highly cross-functional
role, requiring excellent collaboration across multiple teams and the ability to manage resources.
POSITION RESPONSIBILITIES:


















Develops and administers an online branded certification program for travel agents including all back office
support, analysis and on-going communication touches
Manages and coordinates on-going agent webinars and co-hosted consumer webinars
Responsible to coordinate, develop and monitor effectiveness of core training modules for the Tauck Brand
and each product line with key business managers
Acts as a liaison with Operations, Reservations and the Journey Planning Team to plan and execute present
and future educational events and tours including Tauck Academy and Tauck Achievers
Tracks, analyses, and reports on key metrics to quantify achievement of strategic organizational goals via
webinar results, online training and Tauck Academy
Maintains progress monitoring, tracking and marketing samples for sales support plans in alignment with
product teams and marketing leadership
Acts as a liaison with the fulfillment team to ensure accurate inventory management for internal resource
collateral and online agent marketing collateral
Administrates the tracking and follow-up communications of the Tauck Agent Rewards program
Responsible for the coordination and execution of National Account Manager sales collateral and
presentations for all markets, domestic and international in conjunction with sales and marketing leadership
Responsible for the delivery and maintenance of all sales collateral using online cloud storage programs
Conducts follow-up with sales events and conferences to support overall team objectives.
Manages multiple email boxes (Tauck Academy, Sales Webinars, Agent Rewards) on a daily basis
Develop and manage World of Tauck agency marketing partnership program
Plan and execute all HQ sponsored agent and consumer events
Plan and execute Partner Advisory Board Meetings
Lead the coordination of all necessary interdepartmental resources to support the aforementioned
responsibilities of the position.
Must perform other duties and responsibilities as required.

SKILLS / ABILITIES / KNOWLEDGE:






Demonstrated competencies in PC literacy in a Windows based environment, possessing a proficient
knowledge of Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint
Excellent oral and written communications skills to effectively communicate the Tauck brand
Prior experience preferred with Tauck reservations resource tools including Mariposa, P-Docs and
Lexicon.
Maintain excellent working knowledge of all Tauck brands and destinations, Protection Plan products,
promotions and marketing campaigns.
Enthusiastic and Customer-oriented, committed to maintaining high standards of performance on the
job; cooperates with others and helps foster a team environment.

